
 Strigil  

A small curved metal tool used to 

scrape dirt and sweat from the body.  

 Caladarium 

A room with a hot plunge bath.  

 Frigidarium   

A large cold pool at the Roman 

baths. 

 Hypocaust 

Under floor heating  system used by 

Romans.  

 Tepidarium  

The warm room of a  Roman bath 

house  heated by a  hypocaust.  

 Palaestra 

A courtyard where Romans would  

exercise before bathing.  

LO: Learn how Romans bathed. Learn how the Roman invasion  impacted life in the past 

and how it affects my life today.   * Match the picture to the word 



 Strigil  Under floor heating  

system us ed by       

Romans.  

 Caladarium A small curved metal 

tool us ed to scrape 

dirt and sweat from 

the body.  

 Frigidarium        A room with a hot 

plunge bath.  

 Hypocaust The warm room of a  

Roman bath hous e  

heated by a             

hypocaust.  

 Tepidarium  A courtyard where     

Romans would  

exercis e before      

bathing.  

 Palaestra A large cold pool at 

the Roman baths. 

LO: Learn how Romans bathed. Learn how the Roman invasion  impacted life in the past and how it 

affects my life today.  ** Match the definition to the picture and word. 



Strigil   Under floor heating  

system us ed by       

Romans.  

Caladarium  A small curved metal 

tool us ed to scrape 

dirt and sweat from 

the body.  

Frigidarium         A room with a hot 

plunge bath.  

Hypocaust  The warm room of a  

Roman bath hous e  

heated by a             

hypocaust.  

Tepidarium   A courtyard where     

Romans would  

exercis e before      

bathing.  

Palaestra  A large cold pool at 

the Roman baths. 

LO: Learn how Romans bathed. Learn how the Roman invasion  impacted life in the past and how it 

affects my life today.  *** match the word, picture and definition 



 Strigil  A small curved metal 

tool us ed to scrape 

dirt and sweat from 

the body.  

 Caladarium A room with a hot 

plunge bath.  

 Frigidarium        A large cold pool at 

the Roman baths. 

 Hypocaust Under floor heating  

system us ed by       

Romans.  

 Tepidarium  The warm room of a  

Roman bath hous e  

heated by a             

hypocaust.  

 Palaestra A courtyard where     

Romans would  

exercis e before      

bathing.  

ANSWERS 


